
Velvet: The Definitive Database Solution 
 

For Executive Search Project Management 
 
 
 

A custom database solution that promises 
to be the last system you’ll ever purchase. 



Why Velvet? 
Our team has been in the senior level executive recruiting industry for over 35 years.  Velvet is designed exclusively to address the 
processes and practices used in this senior level category.  No other database is designed with such a tight customer focus, yet 
through customization can adapt to almost any requirement. It is a proprietary solution available to any size firm.  
 
•   Velvet is a fully hosted solution so you and your firm will not need expensive database equipment or in-house technical support  
   personnel to manage the technology. 
 
•   Velvet is a web-based solution so users only need Internet access to use it.  Any computer or mobile device will allow users 
   complete access from any location. New offices and distributed personnel can easily integrate into  your firm without the need for 
   special equipment or local installations. 
 
•   Velvet is fully customizable, so it promises to grow and change along with your firm. Customization is almost unlimited and   
   promises to conform with your firm’s processes now, and in the future. 
 
•   Velvet stores all of your documents and makes them text searchable.  Users can store any documentation in the database so  
   others, regardless of location, can easily access the information. All formats are accepted too, including pdf. Examples include  
   resumes, write-ups, invoices, specifications, organization charts, etc. 
 
•   Velvet connects to LinkedIn and links the database record to the LinkedIn profile permanently. No need to ever search again. 

•   Velvet is intuitive.  Click links without fear. You won’t hurt it.  While formal training is available, users usually find it is rarely needed. 
   
•   Velvet is extremely reliable and secure.  Its technology is based on an OpenBSD platform, widely known as the most secure and 
   stable system available today. Our systems have superior uptime and offer two-factor authentication, among other features. 
  
•   Our attention to your needs is key to our success.  A new system can be active within as little as 24 hours.  Change requests and 
   customization is usually completed within hours. 



Velvet Screenshots 
 
The following screenshots illustrate the features available in Velvet.  Most of these terms are likely to be familiar to you since we 
focus exclusively at the senior level executive search market. 
 
The HOME screen is designed exclusively for the senior recruiter, displaying active searches, active business development 
opportunities, active candidates, people to call, and more. 



Velvet Screenshots (continued) 

Velvet organizes search 
project records in  
filtered groups so users  
can easily view  
the status of their work, 
including documentation 



Velvet Screenshots (continued) 

Company records include 
latest news, stock  
information, search project  
history, current and former 
employees, resumes that 
contain company keywords, 
and documentation. 



Velvet Screenshots (continued) 

People records contain all of 
the information critical to  
managing the relationship,  
including contact information,  
notes, job history, education, 
and documentation. 

LinkedIn integration and 
resume parsing reduces 
the data entry load and 
creates a permanent 
connection to their 
LinkedIn profile. 



Other Features 
 
•   Off-Limits indicators to prevent users from contacting companies and people. 
 
•   Resume Parsing for easy input 

•   LinkedIn Integration 
 
•   Accounting screens to store and manage invoicing parameters, payments and recruiter credit. 
 
•   Business Development projects so users and management can effectively manage potential new business. 
 
•   Industry and Function Codes allowing for easier retrieval via complex queries. 
 
•   Education verification integrated to avoid duplicative efforts. 
 
•   Referral connections so users can build a network with several degrees of separation among executives. 
 
•   Complex query functions that not only allow users to retrieve important lists, but Velvet allows users to export, download, and  
   migrate lists to active searches with a simple click. 
 
•   Optional client worksites that allow client contacts to access limited, controlled information such as updates, presented candidates,  
   documentation, invoices and specifications. 
 
•   Optional candidate worksites that allow current candidates to access limited information, including profiles, schedules and personal  
   documentation. 
 
•   A user directory so users can easily access one another across multiple offices. 
 

  Can you think of anything else?  We can probably incorporate that too! 





Please contact us at your convenience 
 
 
 

Robert Stein 
rstein@prospectcity.com 

 
847.487.4256 

 
www.prospectcity.com 


